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Natural convection provides a means for circulating fluids without the use of

pumps. This type of system is of great interest for a wide variety of applications,

including solar heaters, process industry, and nuclear reactors. Natural

convection will play a vital role in the area of passive safety and reliability,

particularly for the development of Generation IV nuclear energy systems.

This study mainly focuses on the linear stability analysis of asymmetrically

heated/cooled natural convection loops with large temperature variations across

the heated core. The study targets the Argonne Lead Loop Facility (ALLF), a

concept for an experiment loop to support the development of the Secure

Transportable Autonomous Reactor-Liquid Metal (STAR-1M) at Argonne

National Laboratory, using lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) as the primary reactor

coolant.

A one-dimensional linear stability analysis is performed and the Nyquist

criterion is employed to fmd the linear stability boundary of both forward and

backward circulations. It was found that the natural circulations could be linearly

unstable in a high Reynolds number region. Increasing loop friction makes a

forward circulation more stable, but destabilizes the corresponding backward

circulation under the same heating/cooling conditions. The preliminary results
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suggest that as the Peclet number decreases, the forward circulation is prone to

become unstable while the backward circulation is prone to remain stable.
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NOMENCLATURE

a constant

A pipe cross sectional area

c fluid heat capacity

D pipe diameter

f friction factor

g gravitational acceleration

g gravitational acceleration projected in flow direction

Gr Grashof number

h heat transfer coefficient in heat exchanger

H loop height

k minor pressure loss coefficient

L total loop length

n constant integer

Nu Nusselt number

p pressure

P wetted pipe perimeter

heated pipe perimeter

Pr Prandtl number

q constant wall heat flux

Re Reynolds number

s space coordinate along the loop

S length

St Stanton number

t time

T heat exchanger wall temperature

T0 fluid temperature at core inlet
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T1 fluid temperature at core outlet

T steady-state fluid temperature

u fluid velocity

steady-state fluid velocity

Greek Symbols

fluid thermal expansion coefficient

fluid temperature change across heated core

e amplitude of fluid velocity disturbance

amplitude of fluid temperature disturbance

k fluid thermal conductivity

p fluid viscosity

p fluid density

wall shear stress

angular frequency

Subscripts

0 Reference

cold, 4 Cold section

core, I Core section

hex, 3 Heat exchanger section

hot, 2 Hot section

s steady-state



Stability Analysis on Single-phase Natural Circulation in Argonne Lead Loop

Facility

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a study of the linear stability of single-phase natural circulation

in the Argonne lead loop facility. First, a brief review about the heavy liquid

metal coolant reactor and single-phase natural circulation flow instability is

presented. In Chapter 2, a mathematical model is proposed to represent the

asymmetrically heated/cooled Argonne lead loop facility. In Chapter 3, the steady

state solutions are derived for the proposed model. In Chapter 4, the linear

stability analysis is carried out with the assumption of constant flow area

throughout the ioop. Finally, some issues are discussed based on the current work

and possible future work is proposed.

In this chapter, an advanced modular Heavy Liquid Metal Coolant (HLMC)

reactor concept, STAR-LM, and the relevant Argonne Lead Loop Facility

(ALLF) are described. Next, the single-phase natural circulation and its flow

instability are summarized, and last, the stability analysis methods are discussed.

1.1 STAR-LM AND ALLF

In this section, an advanced modular Heavy Liquid Metal Coolant (HLMC)

reactor concept, STAR-LM, is presented, followed by a description of the

Argonne Lead Loop Facility (ALLF). Then, the performance of lead-bismuth

eutectic (LBE) as the coolant is compared with sodium.
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1.1.1 The Secure, Transportable, Autonomous Reactor

The Secure, Transportable, Autonomous Reactor (STAR) project has been

proposed by Argonne National Laboratory (Spencer et al., 2000) to meet the

needs of developing countries for small, multi-purpose energy systems. The focus

of this project was to explore possibilities of addressing proliferation concerns

while at the same time achieving heightened passive safety and regaining

economic competitiveness. The approach features a low power density converter

core designed for ultra-long lifetime (15 year goal) and once-for-life reactor

fueling; the coolant is a Heavy Liquid Metal Coolant (HLMC), specifically,

Lead-Bismuth Eutectic (LBE).

The configuration of the STAR-LM concept is illustrated in Figure 1-1. There

are four key structural elements: the reactor module, the core assembly, the heat

exchanger (steam generator) modules, and the coolant module.

The reactor module is functionally a "flow-thru fuel cartridge", which forms

the vertical (heated) leg of the natural circulation heat transport path. The reactor

module, with integral core assembly, is inserted into the larger coolant module.

The outside diameter of the reactor module is about 2.8 m.

The reactor core consists of an array of fixed fuel elwnents. The fuel is

uranium nitride (UN) with LBE bond fluid. The reference parameters for the 300

MWt low power density core include: 2.5 m core diameter, 2.0 m active fuel

height, 0.5 m fuel element plenum height, 12.7 mm fuel element outside

diameter, and 1.47 pitch-to-diameter ratio in triangular lattice.

Modular steam generators are inserted into the coolant pool in the annulus

between the reactor vessel and the coolant vessel. The steam generators are once-

through tube and shell units designed to produce superheated steam in counter-

current flow. The LBE coolant flows downward through the tubes in the natural
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circulation heat transport path. Steam is produced on the shell side of the steam

generator. Feedwater is delivered internally to the bottom of each unit where it

enters the shell region. Water subcooling at entry is specified to be 20°C.

Superheated steam passes into a steam line at the top of each module, and the

supply lines deliver steam into a collector manifold. Reference parameter values

for the steam generator include 3.0 m overall length, 16.7 mm tube outside

diameter, 2.0 nmi tube wall thickness, and 1.35 pitch-to-diameter ratio in a

triangular array.

The coolant module consists of the coolant vessel, coolant vessel liner,

internal structures for positioning the reactor and steam generator modules, top

head penetrations for inserting and sealing the reactor and steam generator

modules, and piping to accomplish the coolant conditioning function. The coolant

vessel presently has overall dimensions 5.5 m outside diameter and 14 m height.

The reference thermal hydraulic conditions for STAR-LM are shown in Table

1-1.
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Table 1-1: Comparison of reference thermal hydraulic conditions for STAR-LM
with ALLF

Case 300 Mwt
STAR-LM

ALLF

Power, MW 300 0.206

Temperature rise across heated zone, °C 183 183

Peak rod temperature, °C 506 486

Coolant inlet temperature, °C 291 250

Coolant outlet temperature, °C 474 433

Coolant velocity through rod array, m/s 0.383 0.342

Coolant Reynolds number in rod array 40400 37900

Coolant flow rate, kg/s 11200 7.67
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1.1.2 The Argonne Lead Loop Facility

The Argonne Lead Loop Facility (ALLF) simulates key thermal hydraulic

features of STAR-LM in a vertical natural convection loop using lead-bismuth

eutectic coolant and stainless steel structure. The ioop design is shown in Figure

1-2. The two flexible legs are designed to take account of the forces and

moments resulting from thermal expansion and contraction. The loop is about 5.8

m in height and 2.0 m in width. It has two vertical legs that are made of standard

2.5-inch (63.5 mm) pipe schedule 40 and the two horizontal legs of standard 6-

inch (152.4 mm) pipe schedule 40. The loop is made of segments that are

connected by Grayloc connectors.

The LBE inside the test loop will be heated by seven fuel rod simulators

having a 36-inch high heated zone. Heat will be rejected from the LBE in the

loop to a heat exchanger in which subcooled water is the heat sink. The water will

flow through a copper cooling coil of 0.625 inch inner diameter bent into a helical

spiral surrounding the pipe wall.

The reference thermal hydraulic conditions for ALLF are also shown in Table

1-1.
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Figure 1-2: Lead-Bismuth loop design

1.1.3 Lead-Bismuth Eutectic versus sodium

A long-life and small-size reactor requires excellent neutron economy. It is

well known that fast reactors show much better neutron economy compared to

thermal or epithermal reactors (Sekimoto et al, 2001). The short doubling time

was an indispensable requirement at early development and construction stages of

fast breeder reactors in the sixtieth-seventieth, which required a tight lattice core

design. For this reason, sodium was the universal coolant of choice owing to its

tolerable pumping requirements.

On the other hand, the low power density and low pressure drop core design

for the STAR-LM converter introduces the possibility of completely eliminating

the main coolant pumps by relying on natural convection for heat transport. It is

shown that Heavy Liquid Metal Coolants (HLMC) cause less neutronic penalty



than sodium in going to the low power density core and have excellent natural

circulation performance. Therefore, the HLMC option has been chosen for

STAR-LM owing to its attractive inherent safety features (i.e., inertness with air

and with the steam/water working fluid) and very high boiling temperature. The

main advantage of this coolant option is the possibility of locating the steam

generators directly in the primary coolant (Spencer et al., 2000 and Spencer,

2001).

However, it has long been considered that LBE may not be suitable as a

reactor coolant because of corrosion problems. Nevertheless, in Russia, this

problem was solved by oxygen concentration control, and LBE was employed as

a submarine reactor coolant. It is reported that eight nuclear submarines with

LBE coolant were constructed and operated for about 80 reactor-years (Gromov

et al., 1997). The corrosion problem is considered to be solved by choosing

material, temperature, fluid velocity and oxygen concentration properly. The use

of ferritic stainless steel in the core and hot leg regions with oxide-layer corrosion

protection is regarded as a proven technology, and austenitic stainless steel can be

adopted in the cold leg regions, including the vessel.

1.2 SINGLE-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION

Natural convection provides a means for circulating fluids without the use of

pumps. This type of system is of great interest for a wide variety of applications,

including solar heaters, process industry, and nuclear reactors. Natural

convection will play a vital role in the area of passive safety and reliability,

particularly for the development of Generation IV nuclear energy systems, (Wu

and Sienicki, 2002).

In this section, the various natural circulation loops are first summarized, and

then single-phase natural circulation flow instabilities are described. Scaling



methods for both the steady state and stability behavior of single-phase natural

circulation systems are also discussed.

1.2.1 Natural circulation loops

Various natural circulation loops have been studied experimentally and

theoretically. The different geometric representations are summarized in Figure

1-3 (Misale, 2001).

Figure 1-3 (a) shows a solar heater which is made up of a lower collector,

connecting pipes and an upper storage tank. It has been confirmed that natural

circulation solar heaters offer stable flows within a wide range of working

parameters (Zvirin et al., 1978).

Figure 1-3 (b) shows a parallel channel system. Significant functional

instabilities with the possibility of flow reversal in some of channels have been

observed (Proshutinskii, 1980).

Figure 1-3 (c) shows a model representing geological applications, which is

well suited to the analysis of the heat transfer conditions that bring about fluid

motion in the loop from the rest state.

Figure 1-3 (d) shows Welander's loop, consisting of a lo;er heat exchanger

(point heat source), capable of providing a finite heat flux, and a higher elevation

cooler (point heat sink), which cools the fluid. The two parallel pipes that connect

the lower heat source to the upper heat sink are, for the sake of simplicity,

considered adiabatic.

Figure 1-3 (e) shows a toroidal loop consisting of a heated lower semicircular

portion and an upper one cooled by means of external jacketing with constant wall

temperature.
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Figure 1-3 (1) shows a rectangular ioop, which may be interpreted as a

generalization of the loop depicted in Figure 1-3 (d): the heat sources have been

replaced by pipes of finite length, imposing different heat boundary conditions

(imposed temperature at the cooler T, or imposed temperature at the heater Th or

imposed heat flux).

(h)

(d)

(e)

a
Figure 1-3: Various natural circulation loopsm

(:1)
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According to the orientation of the heater and the cooler as different types of

nuclear reactors have different orientations of the heat source (reactor core) and

the heat sink (steam generator), symmetrically heated/cooled loop, as shown in

Figure 1-4 (a), and asymmetrically heated/cooled loops, as shown in Figure 1-4

(b), (c) and (d), have been analyzed. For instance, Pressurized Heavy Water

Reactors (PHWR5) have a horizontal core and vertical steam generators. VVERs,

the Russian version of the Pressurized Water Reactor, have a vertical core and

horizontal steam generators. Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) have a vertical

core and vertical steam generators.

As shown in Figure 1-4, the combinations of the heater and cooler

orientations for the rectangular loop include (a) horizontal heater horizontal

cooler (HHHC), (b) horizontal heater vertical cooler (HHVC), (c) vertical heater

horizontal cooler (VHHC) and (d) vertical heater vertical cooler (VHVC).
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(a)

(c) (ci)

Figure 1-4: Symmetrically and asymmetrically heated/cooled loops

1.2.2 Single-phase natural circulation flow instability

Misale (2001) pointed out that at least three thermal hydraulic behaviors could

appear in a single-phase natural circulation loop, as shown in Figure 1-5: stable

(steady temperature difference across the heat sinks, P = 200 and 450 W),

neutral (oscillations of the temperature differences across the heat sinks without
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amplification, P = 550 W), and unstable (amplification of the oscillations of the

temperature differences across the heat sinks and flow reversals, P = 900 W).

An intuitive explanation for this instability behavior suggests a mechanism in

which pockets of fluid with perturbed temperature emerging from the source and

the sink result in a perturbation of the flow rate that, in turn, effects the residence

time of the pockets in the source and the sink at the subsequent passages. Thus

for different combinations of physical parameters, temperature perturbations may

be damped or amplified [Welander, 1967 and Ambrosini, 2001].
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Figure 1-5: Average temperature difference across the heater for different power
levels111
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1.2.3 Scaling of single-phase natural circulation systems

Recently, scaling methods for both the steady state and stability behavior of

single-phase natural circulation systems have been presented [Vijayan, 2000].

For single-phase systems, the steady state behavior may be simulated by

preserving Grm/NG in the model and prototype, where Grm is the modified

Grashof number and NG is a dimensionless parameter defmed by Eq. (1-2).

D3p,2/3gL\T
(1-1)Grm=

NG=-1-± 1eff

b' (1-2)
Dr i=1

td1a2__ )

For the stability behavior, scaling of the characteristic equation, obtained by

the linear stability analysis method, appears to be the appropriate method for

achieving similarity. This requires simulation of at least three dimensionless

parameters, Stm, Grm and N, in addition to geometric scaling for single-phase

loops. Here, Stm is the modified Stanton number, since the feedback effects are a

strong function of the iesidence time, which depends on the length scale.

Nu JL
(1-3)St=

Re Pr A



1.3 STABILITY ANALYSIS METHODS

In this section, the stability analysis methods, numerical simulation in the time

domain and linear analysis in the frequency domain, are discussed.

1.3.1 Numerical simulation

Quite a few numerical studies have been performed to simulate directly, by

use of specified simple codes or all-purpose system codes, the transient time

response of the natural circulation loops under different situations. However,

these simulations usually need large computer time. Furthermore, this approach is

not appropriate for parametric studies on the characteristic frequency and time

constant of steady natural convection [Wu and Sienicki, 2002, Rao et al., 1995].

More importantly, numerical simulation is prone to introduce unwanted

diffusion and other nodalization effects, whose influence on the calculated results

must be attentively assessed to provide reliable predictions [Ambrosini, 2001,

Ambrosini et aL, 2002]. Numerical discretization effects were found in many

cases to considerably alter the predicted qualitative and quantitative behavior of

unstable systems; in particular, unstable systems may be predkted as stable by the

use of first order methods and coarse nodalizations. A typical code prediction by

RELAP5 is reported in Figure 1-6 for Welander's loop.

The simulation results are shown here for the two numerical schemes adopted

by the RELAP5 code, namely the semi-implicit and the nearly-implicit schemes.

A much greater degree of numerical diffusion is introduced by the latter

numerical scheme, owing to its implicit nature. It is a well known that first order

numerical methods, as those included in RELAP5, introduce dissipation, resulting

in damping of oscillations. Among first order numerical schemes, implicit
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methods are known to introduce a greater degree of dissipation, which increases

as the time step is increased.
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Figure 1-6: RELAP5 prediction of Welander's loop behavior with different
numbers of nodes per leg and two different numerical schemes



1.3.2 Linear analysis

An alternative to the numerical simulation in the time domain is to analyze the

Laplace transformed equations in the frequency domain. Although the frequency-

domain method, unlike the numerical simulation, does not produce transient

predictions of the behavior of various variables in an oscillation, it is at least as

accurate as the numerical simulation in estimating the stability boundary [Rao et

al., 1995]. Moreover, the frequency-domain method takes much less computer

time and is free from the numerical diffusion, artificial oscillation and other

problems that can accompany a numerical simulation. It is a powerful tool to

analyze an instability mechanism especially when simple analytical models are

adopted.





p = p0 [i /3(T ij]
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(2-1)

where p0 is a nominal value of the density corresponding to a reference

temperature 7 and /1 is volumetric thermal expansion coefficient.

With these assumptions and simplifications, the one-dimensional governing

equations of the natural circulation are given by:

Continuity Equation:

ô(pu)
=

at as

Momentum Equation:

au ap (Pp+pu=--+pg3_r
-Jat as as A

Energy Equation:

Iq(i/A)
(aT apcl+uI k

at as)( as)

(2-2)

(2-3)

Core &ction

Heat Exchanger Section

Others

(2-4)

The wall shear stress, r,,, and the heat transfer coefficient, h, are given by:

r=f!p0u2 (2-5)
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h
4kNuJ,

(2-6)
A

aFriction factor: f = (2-7)

Reynolds number: Re
p0uD inertia force

(2-8)
u viscous force

For laminar flows a = 16 and n = 1, whereas for turbulent flows a = 0.3 17

and n=0.25.

hDNusselt number: Nu = = 0.625(Re pr)°4
temperature gradient at wall

k overall temperature difference

(2-9)

Prandtl number: Pr
1uC diffusion of momentum

(2-10)
k diffusion of heat

For stability analysis, this set of equations should be solved under steady state

conditions. Thereafter, the steady state solutions need to be perturbed to find the

linear stability conditions.

In Chapter 3, the steady state solutions will be derived for the actual geometry

of the proposed loop. In Chapter 4, linear stability analysis will be carried out

with the assumption of a constant flow area throughout the ioop. The friction loss

in the heated region and heat exchanger are modeled using a minor pressure loss

factor, K.
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3. STEADY STATE CIRCULATION

For steady state condition, the continuity equation (2-2) suggests that the mass

flux pu is constant in each pipe section. Using the mass flux in the core section

as the representative parameter, we have the mass flux in any pipe section (i):

(pu)1, = (p')core,s

4
(3-1)

Integrating the momentum equation (2-3) around the loop under steady-state

condition gives:

cjpg5ds =0 (3-2)

It indicates that the friction force is balanced by the buoyancy force. Eq. (3-2)

can be further reduced to:

cf7(g/g)is
U,res {[ 4orej [(1))

+ k]} =0 (3-3)2/

where Ic represents the minor pressure loss at the end of each pipe section.

The equation needs the solution of temperature distribution around the loop.

Under steady state conditions, the energy equation can be integrated in each pipe

section.
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3.1 CORE SECTION

Energy Equation:

ÔT 2i ,jPh
(PCU)cOre_ k q1,i

I
(3-4)3s as2

General solution:

P (u
s + C1e + C2 (3-5)ocu' tA)\' 'core

Imposing the boundary condition at s =0, T = I, and at s Hcore T =

we have

N
T=T0+2 s+N3e°" 1

11core

and

N1N +N N1

ôs T1core T1core

where

(pcu
N1

kjcore
Hcore

(3-6)

(3-7)

(3-8)
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( J

(Ph
) Hcore (3-9)

N2=---
core )core

(r T )
(q; HcoreN=1T012 (pu) J)core core

(3-10)3 e"1 (Jk '°' 1

3.2 HOT SECTION

Energy Equation;

êT 32T,xu)hO, ---k---- = 0 (3-11)

General solution:

S

T=C1e k

(3-12)

Imposing the boundary condition:

(T)hO, s=O = (T)coreH

and

(3-13)



(aT I

)hog s0 ôS)core
(3-14)

we have

( N1 A

T=7+N fe4ot_1] (3-15)4
A

core

and

N1 A

= N4
N1

e"° (3-16)H
core

where

N4=---+N3e" (347)
N1

3.3 HEAT EXCHANGER SECTION

Energy Equation:

(pCu)h k- = (T T )h(J (3-18)
ôs ôs2

General solution:



T = T + C1e + C2e

where

k2 =
fry

2k)h 1J(2k,Jh k

Imposing the boundary condition:

(T)hIQ = (T)hO((L

and

I\aSJhJO

we have

T = 1 + N5e + N6e'%25

and

= N5e + N6e225
as

where

27

(3-19)

(3-20)

(3-21)

(3-22)

(3-23)

(3-24)



H A
__2(L

AhO(

[

- iJAe
N1 H A1

4ore

e

N4 (r) (3-25)
Hcore

N5=

N1 A
N1

e
H AhO(

H
coreN=6 (7T)+ N4 (3-26)

3.4 COLD SECTION

Energy Equation:

tT
(3-27)(pCU)c k

as as2

General solution:

(s
T=C1e k (3-28)

Imposing the boundary condition:

(T)coi =(T)hH (3-29)

and



(aT
ôs )cold sO hex S=Hh

we have

I N1 A

T=N7 +N8Leh1401'1 1

and

N1 4ore
e
H Ad- - N8

as Hcore A0

where

N7 = T + N5e'" + N6e

29

(3-30)

(3-31)

(3-32)

(3-33)

N H
core _(Nse2uh1 + N6A2e22) - (3-34)8 N A

core

If we assume 7 is known, q" and T could be obtained from the following

boundary conditions:

(T)t = (T)Q,j (3-35)



(ÔT" (aT I

&)core t\ôSJcold
s=LO,d

Let

N1 A

E2 e

N1 A

= e"°

N2 = N9q

N3 =1V0+N11q

N4 N12 +N13q,

N5 = N14 + N15q + N16T

N6 = N17 + N18q + N19T

N7 =N20 +N21q,+N22T

N8 N23 + N24q + N25T

where

30

(3-36)

(3-37)

(3-3 8)

(3-39)

(3-40)

(3-4 1)

(3-42)

(3-43)

(3-44)

(3-45)



N9
tI-IJ (.)

H
core

pcu
core

A
core

N10
e'1 1

N11

N9

e"'1

N12 = N10e

N =2+Ni1e'

N1

Hcore Acore
I\112N14=

A'

1V15
Hcore Acore

N13

N=16

T +
Acore 11core

2

N12N17=

31

(3-46)

(3-47)

(3-48)

(3-49)

(3-50)

(3-5 1)

(3-52)

(3-53)

(3-54)



N1
E

'18
Acore

j:j
core

2

N13
A3-22

N=-19
A1A2

N20 N14e21 +

N21 = Nse2hh1 + N18e"

N22 1+ N16e +N9e"

N Hcore Acold (NeH + Ni7e22Hh)
23

Ace

N Hcore A d(NAie%1Hh + gAe22)
24 N1 Acore

N
Hcore Ac0M (NJ6eH +Ni9e2)

25
Acore

Now imposing the boundary conditions, we have

N26q, + N27Z = N28

32

(3-55)

(3-56)

(3-57)

(3-58)

(3-59)

(3-60)

(3-61)

(3-62)

(3-63)

N29q + N3Q7, = N31 (3-64)



where

N26 = N1 + N24 (E4 i)

N27 =N22 +N25(E4-1)

N28 = [N20 + N23(E4 i)]

ACOTN9NNI= ""24
1core ACO,d '1core IT! core

NiAeN30 = N25
"core ACOId

N N N1 N1 Acore
31 10 N23

11core '1core ACQM

Therefore,

IT
N28 N30 - AT27 J%/3,

q
N26N30 N27N29

T
N26AT31 W28N29

W
N26 N30 N27 N29

(3-65)

(3-66)

(3-67)

(3-68)

(3-69)

(3-70)

(3-71)

(3-72)

The first term of Equation (3-3) can thus be obtained from the solutions given

in Equations (3-6), (3-15), (3-23) and (3-3 1). However, depending on the flow
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f 2(g5/g)ls
N2

s +N3[e _1J]ds
core

r" [
+ N4 l]]ds

core

- {' (' + N5e21s + N6e kis

N1 A,
r0!d [N7 + N8[eI040td l]]ds (3-73)

cf2(g/g1s +[ + N3 +

H A,,,1+ [ N4 + Hcore ( A0
\2(

1J]Hhot

Acore N1 HhOl Acore J

e

- L' + i)+ -(e' i)]

A2

[(N7 N8 )Hcold + N8
Hcore Acold [eHcoreAro!d

N 22H!d
i]] (3-74)

Acore

Finally, we have

Uores
2J

[- J1 (g /g1sJ (3-75)

J
[(Jf + k]}
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3.6 BACKWARD CIRCULATION

For the backward circulation, the following integration can be carried out:

Hcore

3eS - 1]]ds
- (g /gs =

[

N2
+ N

N,

[N-,

+ N8e0 A
1]]ds

+ r (T + N5e'' + N6e225 k'

rold1

AhO,

bo

[ Acore

1]]ds

_[i + N3 + -(e'' 1)]Hcore
N1

N, A N, A

core

-el J]
[(N7 N8 )HhO, + N8

H
core 24coM

[TWHh +(e" _1)+(e22 i)]exAl
A2

(3-76)

2 ( N1 4 N A0
LAhOl

A
core A

core J

e
A,

]]coi (377)

3.7 NUMERICAL RESULTS

The computation is performed using a C/C + + code. The input parameters
are listed in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: The simplified ALLF parameters

"core "hot LhO( Bcold D
24m 3.4798m 4.5847m 1.524m 3.4798m 4.5847m 0.0635m 270°C

Figure 3-2 to Figure 3-14 summarize the results of the steady state natural
circulation.
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Figure 3-2 Forward circulation temperature profile, Q = 0.1MW
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Figure 3-7 Backward circulation temperature profile, Q = 0.1MW

Effect of Axial Heat Conduction (Q = 0.2 MW)
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Figure 3-8 Backward circulation temperature profile, Q = 0.2MW
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Figure 3-13 Core coolant velocity versus heater power
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Figure 3-14 Temperature increase across core versus heater power
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Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 show the temperature distribution along the flow

direction for the forward circulation case, where the Pe number expresses the

ratio between axial enthalpy flow and axial conduction.

Pe=T2= pcV2
a k

(3-78)

It can be seen that at the same power level, with Pe number decreasing, the

temperature increase across core section decreases. The core coolant velocity for

the backward circulation case is slightly less, while the temperature increase

across core is slightly more, than the forward circulation case at the same power

level.
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4. LINEAR PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

Following the common practice of linear stability analysis, small disturbances

are then superimposed upon the steady-state solutions, i.e.,

u = + (4-1)

T-7+ie°" (4-2)

The perturbed energy equation and the closed loop integration of the
perturbed momentum equation are given by

Core Sectionq,
Apc)

ÔT 8T 52T
(T Heat Exchanger Section (4-3)- + U- a =

ôt ôs ôs2 I Apc)

0 Others

/eXg/gs u[()(2 jf + K] = 0 (4-4)

To determine the characteristic frequency, v, the perturbed energy equation

has to be solved in every flow region. Since the integration depends on the

circulation direction, forward and backward circulations should be investigated

separately.

The derivation follows four major steps. First, the temperature disturbance

distribution in each section has to be solved individually. Second, the closed loop
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boundary condition is employed to determine the temperature disturbance and its

derivative at the core inlet in terms of the steady-state solutions, velocity

disturbance, and the characteristic frequency, w. Next, the closed loop
integration of i is performed, and finally an algebraic equation for w can be

obtained.

For conciseness, let

M0 = (4-5)

4.1 CORE SECTION

The perturbed energy equation is:

d2i dij dTSI'N2N
ds2

S

ds ds H1
3M0eM05J (4-6)a+u

General solution:

= C1e' + C2e"25 - -
eN3M1eM0S (4-7)

oH1

and

= CK1e'' + C2K2e"25 -
sN3M1M0eM05 (4-8)ds

where
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K12 = 1
I + (4-9)

2a 2a) a

M0
M1 =

aM + u5M0 +
(4-10)

Imposing the boundary conditions: ( and E0 are assumed known, which

could be solved later.)

= 77 (4-11)

I (4-12)
as

we have

eN3M1K2E0i70K2+eN3M1M0--
2

(4-13)
K1K2

E0 + --1-K1 + eN3M1K1 eN3M1M0

(4-14)
w111c2=



4.2 HOT SECTION

The perturbed energy equation is:

a4+u + 0)17 8- - eN4M0e (4-15)
ds ds ds

General solution:

= C3e' + C4e' - eN4M1eM0S

and

= C3Ke + C4K2e"25 - eN4M1M0eM0S
ds

Imposing the boundary conditions:

(1))hOlO (17)coreLH

(d17 (d17

ds )ho( sO ds )CQre sH

we have

(4-16)

(4-17)

(4-18)

(4-19)

'K2 +M1(K2 _M0XN3eM0HI _N)
C3 = C1e'(1

H1
(4-20)

K1K2
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---'-K +M1(K1 _MoXN3eM01i N4)wHC4=C2e"2hiI_e 1
(4-21)

K1 K2

4.3 HEAT EXCHANGER SECTION

The perturbed energy equation is:

d2i7 d
---')l = = _8(N5Ae + N6A2e225) (4-22)a--+u + an-h

ds2
S

ds [ (A)j ds

General solution:

= C5e" + C6e" + C7e2 + C8eA2s

and

(4-23)

= C5K3e + C6K4eK45 +C7e' + C8e25 (4-24)
ds

where

I 2
h1

(4-25)

K34=LR\IL
++_I__

2a 2a) a a(Apc)
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-N52
(4-26)

C7=s

Apc)j

N6A2
(4-27)

C8=s

Imposing the boundary conditions:

()hIO = ()hOtLLo, (4-28)

(d ) (dii
(4-29)

s=O

we have

C5 = [C3e" (K1 K4) + C4eIC22 (K2 K4) - eN4M1eM02 (M0.- K4)

c7 ( K4) c8 (.a K4 )}J(K3 K4) (4-3 0)

C6 = [C3e1'h12 (K3 -K1) + C4eJC2L2 (K3 K2) - eisJ4MieM0J2 (K3 M0)

c7 (K3
, ) c8 (K3 )]/(K3 K4) (4-31)
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4.4 COLD SECTION

The perturbed energy equation is:

+ u5 coij = SN8MØe (4-32)
ds ds ds

General solution:

= C9e' + C10e'2c - eJ\T8M1eM0S

and

(4-33)

= C9K1e' + C10K2e"25 - SN8M1M0eMO5 (434)
ds

Imposing the boundary conditions:

(i)0LO ()hlSH (4-35)

1') (4-3 6)
ds ) s=O ds ),

S=Hhx

we have

C9 [C5e"' (K3 K2)+ C6eK4hl3 (K4 K2)+ eN3M1(M0 K2)

+ C7e2" (A K2)+ Cge'%2113(22 - K2)J/(K1 K2) (437)
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c10 =[CseK3I3 (K1 K3)+C6e'"3(K1 K4)+et%J8M1(K1 M0)

+ C7e'' (K1 A1)+ C8e'2u'3 (K1 A2)}/(K1 K2) (4-38)

Now to determine u7 and E0.

Let

C = M2i0 + M3E0 +M4e (439)

C2 M5i0 + M6E0 +M7e (4-40)

C3 =M8ii0 +M9E0 +M10s (4-41)

C4 =M0 +M12E0 +M13g (4-42)

C5 =M16i +M17E0 +M18 (4-43)

C6 = M19i + M20E0 + M21e (4-44)

C9 = M22i70 + M23E0 + M24s (445)

C10 = M25q0 + M26E0 +M27e (4-46)

where



K2

M2 =

K1 K2

K1 K2

N3M1M0-1K N3M1K22

M4 =

K1K2

K1

M5 =

K1 K2

M
6 K1K2

N3M1M0'1K N3M1K1
oH1

M7 =

K1K2

M8 = M2e"

M9 = M3e1"

'K2 +M1(K2 _M0XN3eM0H1 N4)

M0 = M e"hh't +4

53

(4-47)

(4-48)

(4-49)

(4-50)

(4-5 1)

(4-52)

(4-53)

(4-54)

(4-55)



M11 = M5e'2'

M12 = M6e'2H1

'K +M1(K1 _MoXN3eM01l N4)

M13 = M7e"2'
co H

K1 K2

N5A
2

N6A2
M15=

+52+[ ( h2

\AC)J

e1't'2(K1_K4)
M51

K3K4

e"2'2(K2_K4)
M52

K3K4

= + 4%11I4S2

+ .M12M52

54

(4-56)

(4-57)

(4-58)

(4-59)

(4-60)

(4-61)

(4-62)

(4-63)

(4-64)
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M18 M10M51 +M13M52 N4MeM0L2 (M0 K4) M14(A1 K4) M15(A2 K4)

K3K4 K3K4 K3K4
(4-65)

K1L2

M53=e (K3K1)

K3 K4

K2L2

M54e (K3K2)

K3K4

- M'8)t453 +

- .A49.M53 +

(4-66)

(4-68)

(4-69)

21 M10AI53 +M13A154
N4M1eM0'2 (K3 M0) M14(K3 21) M15(K3 -21)

K3K4 K3K4 K3K4
(4-7O)

e"311(K3 K2)
11455 =

K1K2

e"" (K4 K2)=
K1 K2

A122 = J416A455 + 19A156

23 = M17M55 + J2011156

(4-71)

(4-72)

(4-73)

(4-74)
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M24 M18M55 + M21M56 +
M14eAt'3 (2 K2)

+
M15e" (22 K2)

+
N8M1(MO K2)

K1K2 K1K2 K1K2
(4-75)

e""(K1_K3)
M57 = (4-76)

K1 K2

K4H3
M58=e (K1K4)

(4-77)
K1 K2

M25 = M16M57 + M19M58 (4-7 8)

M26 = M17M57 + M20M58 (4-79)

M27 = M18M57 + M21M58 +
M14e2" (K, a1) M15e2'3 (K, 22)

+
N8M1(KI M0)

K1K2 K1K2 K1K2
(4-80)

Finally, imposing the boundary conditions:

(i)coreLo = (7)coldISL4 (4-8 1)

(di\ I (d

ti5Jcoreo JJSJCOIdLL
(4-82)

we have



M28i0 + M29E0 = M30e

M31,,0 + M32E0 = M33e

then

77 M34e

= M35e

therefore

C1 = M36s

C2 =M3-e

C3 =M38

C4 =M39e

C5 = Me

C6 = Ms

C9 = Me

57

(4-83)

(4-84)

(4-85)

(4-86)

(4-87)

(4-88)

(4-89)

(4-90)

(4-91)

(4-92)

(4-93)
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= M3s (4-94)

where

M59 = K1e (495)

= K2e2L4
(4-96)

M28 = M22M59 + M25M60 M2K1 M5K2 (4-97)

M29 =M23M59 +M26M60 M3K1 M5K2 (4-98)

M30 =M4K1 + M7K2 N3M1MQ M24M59 M27M60 + N8M1M0eM0L4 (499)

M61 = eK14
(4-100)

M62 = eK2L4
(4-101)

M31 =M22M61 +M25M62 M2 M5 (4-102)

M32 = M23M61 + M26M62 M3 (4-103)

M33 = M4 + M7 N3M1 M24M61 M27M62 + NsM1eM0L4 (4-104)
w111



29'33=

29'31

M35 -
'28'32 A129M31

M36 = M2M34 + M3M35 + M4

M37 = M5M34 + M6M35 + M7

M38 = M8M34 + M9M35 + M10

Al39 '1 1'34 + 12'35 +

16'34 + M17M35 + Al18

+ +

+ A423M35 +

.4443 _ + 26'35 +

59

(4-105)

(4-106)

(4-107)

(4-108)

(4-109)

(4-110)

(4-ill)

(4-112)

(4-113)

(4-114)



4.5 FORWARD CIRCULATION

The closed loop integration of i can be carried out in the following way.

- J(ii/eXg2/g)1s = J(ii/e)ds + J(ii/e)ds $(17/e)ds_ J(77/e)ds (4-115)
core hot hex cold

j(i7/e)ds ç' (i/e)ds M( K H M37
(e'C2hut

N3M1 (eM01e ' 1)+------
core K1 K2

(4-116)

J(ii/e)ds (i/e)ds = a(eK111 ' M3 (eK22 i)
N4M1

(eM0ht2 - i)2 1,+-----
hot K2

(4-117)

J(ii/e)ds = (,i/e)ds = l)+ !Xi-i(e"4'13 i)+ !_(e2lh13 i)+ !-(e"3 i)
hex K K A1 223 4

(4-118)

$(i7/e)ds (ij/s)ds -(eKhh1' ' M3 (eK2H4 N8M1 (eM04 - i)4 1)+----
cold A1()

(4-119)

Finally, the algebraic equation for the characteristic frequency, a, is obtained

by substituting the integration results into Equation (4-4). The result is presented

below.

F(w)= 0=+1( K H M37
(eK2H1 i) N3M1

(eMohhl i) L1e ' 1)+----
[K1 K M0 wj2
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+[!!--_(e1CtH2 _l)+Mc(eK2H2 i) N4M1
(eMoht2 _i)]

LK
1 K2 M0

_[i-_(eK3h13 _1)+ i(eK4J)'3 .-1)+-1-(e" _1)i_(eh13 i)]K
3 K4 A3 A2

_[-(e4 _1)+!i(eK24 i)-- N8M1
(eM0H4 i)][K

1 K2 M0

u

[(4Ly2_nJfK]
L

(4-120)
fig

To frnd the stability boundary, the Nyquist criterion is applied. The Nyquist

criterion basically provides a method to investigate whether or not the
characteristic equation has roots in the w complex plane with a positive real

component. The right-hand-side of the characteristic equation, Equation (4-120),

is treated as a function of a, defined as F(a)). According to the criterion, the

number of roots within a given closed curve in the w plane is equal to the

number of times F(w) encircles the origin in the F plane as w traverses the

given closed curve. F(w) must be analytic within, and analytic and non-zero on,

the closed curve.

In practice, a closed curve shown in Figure 4-1 that ench5ses the real part of

the w plane is usually employed. This curve may be stretched to include the

entire right half of the w plane. The curve is mapped into the F() plane as

follows. The small semicircle in the w -plane maps into the origin of the F(a)

plane. The large semicircle in the w -plane maps to infinity in the right half of

the F(w) plane. The positive imaginary branch of the closed curve in the v-plane

is mapped to the solid curve in the F(a) plane, whereas the negative branch
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corresponds to the dotted line. Figure 4-2 shows that the curve in the F(w) plane

does not enclose the origin, and therefore the state is stable in this case.

Figure 4-1: Closed curve in the real w -plane

Figure 4-2: Nyquist plots of F(w)

To find the stability conditions, we have artificially changed the Gr number,

defined below, around the steady state solution for any given Re number.
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Gr
p2g/3ATL3 gJJATL3 buoyancy force

(4-121)p v viscous force

In Figure 4-3, for forward circulation with Re=200,000, the steady-state

value of Gr is represented by the heavy solid red line; which is stable since it

does not encircle the origin in the F(o4 plane. As Gr increases (departs from the

steady-state solution of Gr) the curve moves upward, and eventually encloses the

origin, where the critical Gr is obtained. In reality, this is not an operational

condition. The results can only be interpreted as a limit for the steady-state

solution to be unstable.
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-0.05
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-020
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ETE
GrfocSteadYstJ

180% Gr

0 02 0.4

Figure 4-3: Searching for stability boundary by varying Gr

Using this approach we can fmd the critical Gr for each given Re number, as

shown in Figure 4-4. With the minor pressure loss coefficient, k, equal to zero,

the heavy solid black line represents the steady-state value of Gr for a given Re.

The light solid black line provides the critical Gr of stability boundary. Below



this curve is the stable region of the circulation system. The plot suggests that the

steady-state solution becomes unstable when Re is roughly greater than 260,000.
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Figure 4-4: Forward circulation instability

The effect of loop friction loss is lumped into a minor pressure loss

coefficient, k. Because the location of the minor loss does not effect the fluid

velocity for incompressible flows, the temperature profile and the distribution of

its perturbation are also independent of the location of the minor loss. Therefore,

this representation is of generality as long as the pipe size is constant. Also in

Figure 4-4 (red line), the effect of the minor pressure loss coefficient is

presented. As k increases to 5, the approximate value of the ALLF loop, the

forward circulation becomes more stable.

The possible effect of Fe number on the flow instability under the forward

circulation situation is shown in Figure 4-5. As Fe number decreases, the curve,

especially the circle, moves to the origin of the F(co) plane. It may suggest that
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as Pe number decreases, the system is prone to become unstable. This claim

requires further investigation.

-0.2 L

-7.0 -6.5 -6.0 -5.5 -5.0

F(w) real

Figure 4-5 Forward circulation for the different Pe number

4.6 BACKWARD CIRCULATION

The closed ioop integration of i can be carried out for the backward

circulation case in the following way.

/gs = J (/ss - J(/es + + J(/ss (4-122)
core cold hex hot



= (ii/e)ds
' M7 (eK2HI _i)_. N3M1 (eM0t -i)---

core K'1

(4-123)

f(ii/e)ds f4
(ii/s)ds = !- (e'4 -

eKLt,0 )+!2 (eK24 - e121)
K1 K2hot

N4M1
(eM0L4 - eM0)

(4-124)
M0

J(ii/e)ds (,i/s)ds = K H '. M41 (eK4H ' M14 (e2H M15
(e221'3 i)e -1)+ 3 -l)+------- 3 '-11+

hex K3 K A3 A24

J(ii/e)ds = (i/e)ds = (e -e" )+ (e" e'<)
cold K1 K2

N8M1
(eM0L2 -eMA)

M0

(4-125)

(4-126)

Finally, the algebraic equation for the characteristic frequency, co, is obtained

by substituting the integration results into Equation (4-4). The result is presented

below.

F(w) = 0= (eK1 i)+ (eK21 i)
N3M1

(eM0HI i)-

L
K1 K2 M0 wj

+ - e"10 )+ ! - eK2b0) N4M1 (eM0L4 - eM0110)]

[K,

\ M14 (e' M15
(e-"3 _i)]3-1)+----- '-l)+----[K3 K4 A A2
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FM(KL - eK1 )+ -(eK2L2 - eK2) N8M1
(eM0L2 - eMo)]

L K1
2 M0

[(iY n

T[t5A ; )f + K] (4-127)

Similarly, the critical Gr for each given Re number can be found, as shown in

Figure 4-6. With the minor pressure loss coefficient, k, equal to zero, the heavy

solid black line represents the steady-state value of Gr for a given Re. The light

solid black line provides the critical Gr of stability boundary. Below this curve is

the stable region of the circulation system. The plot suggests that the steady-state

solution becomes unstable when Re is roughly greater than 34,000.
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1. OE+ 14

1. OE+ 13

-

Steady-statesolution(K0) EEEEEEEEEEEE.EEE

Stability boundaiy(K0) :::::::L:t::I::::
- - Steady-statesolution (K=5) ---------------------

Stability boundaty (K5)
F ----- F---F--f----F-F-

r--t-i--r-r -------
iiiiii --- -

L
tu1e
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I I I H [[[I

I -- III I I WI
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Figure 4-6: Backward circulation instability

The effect of loop friction loss is lumped into a minor pressure loss

coefficient, k. Also in Figure 4-6 (red line), the effect of minor pressure loss
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coefficient is presented. As k increases to 5, the approximate value of the ALLF

loop, the backward circulation becomes less stable.

The possible effect of Pe number on the flow instability under the backward

circulation situation is shown in Figure 4-7. As Pe number decreases, the curve,

especially the circle, moves away from the origin of the F(w) plane. It may

suggest that as Pe number decreases, the system is prone to remain stable. This

claim also requires further investigation.

-1.0 J._

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

F(w) real

Figure 4-7 Backward circulation for the different Pe number



5. CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK

A one-dimensional linear stability analysis has been performed for single-

phase lead-bismuth eutectic natural circulation. The Nyquist criterion was

employed to find the linear stability boundary of both forward and backward

circulations.

The main fmdings of this research include:

The forward flow can be unstable if Re number exceeds certain critical

limit. Increasing the minor pressure loss coefficient causes the forward

circulation to be more stable.

Stable backward circulation is possible, and may be initiated with an

external driving force or heating. Increasing the minor pressure loss

coefficient causes the backward circulation to be less stable. When a

backward circulation reaches the unstable region, since the forward

circulation under the same heating/cooling condition is stable, flow

disturbances may grow and result in flow reversal, leading to a stable

forward circulation.

The current calculation results suggest that as Fe number decreases,

the forward circulation tends to be unstable wjiile the backward

circulation tends to be stable.

With the knowledge and experience we gained from this study, we felt that

there are certain improvements and modifications for further work. Those future

efforts are proposed below:

Study natural circulation friction and heat transfer coefficients, which

may be remarkably different from forced flow, considering secondary
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circulation occurring within the channel cross sections owing to local

temperature differences.

Investigate the effect of the transition from laminar to turbulent flow

on the stability boundary.

Carry out a parametric study on the loop geometry. By varying the

locations and sizes of the heated region and heat exchanger, certain

design criteria are expected from the analysis, which could be very

useful for the development of inherently safe generation IV reactors.
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FORWARD CIRCULATION STABILITY ANALYSIS CODE

/* Stability Analysis on Single-Phase Natural Circulation
* for the Argonne Lead Loop Facility
*

* Forward Circulation
*

* presented by Hong Tang
* instructed by Prof. Qiao Wu
* Jan. 1, 2002
*1

#include "stdlib.h"
#inciude t'stdio.h"
4include "math.h"
4include <complex>
*include <sys/types .h>
*include <iostream.h>

%define Pi 3.1415927
#define gravity 9.81
%define LaToTur 2.0e3
4define Dref 0.0635
#define ErrorLimit i.Oe-6

*define deltaT 113
#define varyingT 1.2

%define Debug 0

/ /===========_.====__===================__===========:===============
mt main(void){

H_center;

N20;

N30;

double rho, c, mu, kappa, beta;
double D_core, D_hot, Dhex, Dcoid;
double P_core, P_hot, P hex, P_cold;
double A core, A hot, A_hex, A_cold;
double Hcore, Hhot, L_hot, H_hex, Hcold, Lcold,

double TO, Ti, Tref, u, unew, qw2, Tw, h;
double E2, E4;
double NO1, NO2, NO3, NO4, larnbdal, lambda2;
double Ni, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9, Nb;
double Nil, Ni2, Ni3, Ni4, Nl5, N16, Ni7, N18, Ni9,

double N2i, N22, N23, N24, N25, N26, N27, N28, N29,

double N31;
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double f_core, f_hot, fhex, f cold, k_core, k_hot,
k_hex, k_cold;

double sumi, sum2, sum3, sum4, sum_f;
double Pe, Re, Pr, Nu, Gr;
double kappa0;

M19;

M29;

M3 9;

double f a, fn, fa_l, fnl, fa_t, fn_t;

1*

double 1<1, K2, 1<3, 1<4;

double MO, Ml, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9;
double Nb, Nil, M12, Ml3, M14, M15, Mb6, M17, M18,

double M2O, M21, M22, M23, M24, M25, M26, M27, M28,

double M30, M31, M32, M33, M34, M35, M36, M37, M38,

double M40, M41, M42, M43;

double M5l, M52, M53, M54, M55, M56, M57, M58, M59,
M60, M61, M62;

*1

double a, ratio, Hi, H2, L2, R3, H4, L4, L_t, D_O,
f_tot, k_tot = 0.0;

double St;
mt m;

complex<double> M01(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M02(O.O, 0.0);
complex<doubie> M03(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<1(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<2(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<3(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> K4(O.0, 0.0);

complex<double> MO(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> Ml(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M2(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M3(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M4(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M5(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M6(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M7(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M8(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M9(0.O, 0.0);

complex<double> M1O(O.O, 0.0);
complex<doubie> Mll(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M12(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M13(O.O, 0.0);
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complex<double> M14(O.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M15(O.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M16(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M17(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M18(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M19(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> N20(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M21(0.0, 0.0);
complex<doublLe> M22(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M23(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M24(0.0, 0.0);
cornplex<double> M25(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M26(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M27(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M28(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M29(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> M30(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M31(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M32(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M33(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M34(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M35(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M36(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M37(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M38(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M39(0.0, 0.0,);

complex<double> M40(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M41(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M42(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M43(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> M51(0.0, 0.0);
complex<clouble> M52(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M53(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M54(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M55(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M56(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M57(0.0, 0.0);
cornplex<double> M58(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M59(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> N60(0.0, 0.0);
complex<doublLe> M61(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M62(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> sum core(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> sum hot(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> sum hex(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> sum cold(0.0, 0.0);



complex<double> sum loop(O.O, 0.0);

complex<double> fw(0.0, 0.0);

/ /

1*

Fluid Properties at 400C
T400;
rho=10740_l.38*T; density (kg/m3)
mu=4.9e4*exp(76Q.1/(Ti237.15)); viscosity (kg/sm)
beta=l.38/(10740_1.38*T); expansion

oefficient (1/C)
kappa=ll.16+0.01023*(T_150); thermal

conductivity (W/mC)
C148.1; heat capacity

(J/kgK)
*1

/*

Geometric Parameters

D2.5; pipe diameter
H=197/2 .5;
Hc=60/2.5; core length /D
Hr=(H-Hc); riser length ID
Su=43.5/2.5; upper plenum length

/D
He=60/2.5; heat exchanger

length /D
FId=(H-He); downcomer length ID
Sb=Su; bottom section

length /D
L=Hc+Hr+Su+He+Hd+Sb; loop length ID
Hch=H-(Rc+He)/2; center distance of

core and heat exchanger

Km=0; Minor pressure loss
coefficient

*/

// Fluid properties
/*

rho = 10188; // [kg/mA3]
c = 148.1; II [J/(kg.C)]
mu = 0.001615; // [kg/(m.$)]
I/kappa = 13.72; //[w/(m.C)]
kappa = 452652; //[w/(m.C)]
beta = 0.0001355; II [1/C]

// Geometric parameters



Dcore Dref; /1 Em]

Dhot = Dref; II Em]

D_hex = Dref; II [m]

Dcold = Dref; // Em]

P core = P1 * D_core; II Em]

P hot = P1 * Dhot
; II Em]

P_hex = P1 * D_hex
; /1 Em]

P_cold = P1 * Dcold; // [ml

A_core = P1 * D_core * Dcore / 4.0; 1/ Em"2]
A_hot = P1 * D_hot * Dhot / 4.0; II EmA2]

A_hex = P1 * D_hex * D_hex / 4.0; II {m''2]

A_cold = P1 * Dcold * Dcold / 4.0; /1 Em"2]

H_core =
H_hot =
L_hot =
H_hex =
H_cold =
Lcold =
H_center

1.5240;
3.4798;
4.5847;
1.5240;
3. 4798;

4.5847;
= 3.479

fal = 16.0;
fnl = 1.0;
fat = 0.317;
fn_t = 0.25;

II [m]
II [m]
II Em]
II [m]
1/ Em]
/1 Em]

8; // Em]

k_core 0.0;
k_hot = 0.0;
k_hex = 0.0;
k_cold = 0.0;

/ /=z====-_r==-_===========rr
TO = 270.0; // [AC]
//Ti = 440.0; 1/ [AC]
Pe = 0.010;/ /_-
//for(T1 = 270+1; Ti <= 270+150; Ti = Ti+i){
Ti = TO + deltaT;

II Fluid properties
Tref = (TO + 71) / 2.0;

rho = 10740.0 1.38 * Tref; II [kg/m'3]
c = 148.1; /7 [J/(kg.C)]
mu = 4.9e-4 * exp(760.1 / (Tref + 237.15)); 1/

Ekg/(m.$)]
kappaO = 11.16 + 0.01023 * (Tret 150.0); //Ew/(m.C)]
beta = 1.38 / (10740.0 1.38 * Tref); /1 El/C]



u_new = 0.01; 1/ [mIs] core velocity

do

U = u_new;

kappa = rho * c * u * D core / 4.0 / Pe;

I/h = 3000.0; // [w/(m"2.C)]
Re = rho * u * D_hex / mu;
Pr = mu * c / kappao;
Nu = 0.625 * pow((Re * Pr), 0.4);
h = kappao / D_hex * Nu;

Ni = rho * c * u / kappa * H_core;

E2 = exp(N1 I H core * A_core / A_hot * L_hot);
E4 = exp(N1 / H_core * A_core / A_cold * L_cold);

NOl = rho * c u / (2.0 * kappa) * A_core / A_hex;
NO2 = sqrt(N01 * NOl + h * P_hex / A_hex / kappa);
larnbdal = NOl NO2;
lanbda2 = NOl + NO2;

N9 = 1.0 / (rho * c * u) * P_core / A_core * H_core;
Nb = (Ti TO) / (exp(N1) 1.0);
Nil = N9 / (exp(Nl) 1.0);
N12 = Nb * exp(Nb);
Ni3 = N9 / Ni + Nil * exp(Ni);
NO3 = (Ni / H_core * E2 A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) *

lambda2) / (lambdab - lambda2);
N14 = NO3 * Nb2 larnbda2 / (lambdal lambda2) * Ti;
N15 = NO3 * Ni3;
N16 = iambda2 I (lambdai lambda2);
N04 = (A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) * lambdal Ni /

H_core * E2) / (lambdai lambda2);
Nb7 lambdai / (iambdai lambda2) * Ti + N04 * Ni2;
N18 = N04 * N13;
N19 = lambdal / (lambd.al lambda2);
N20 = Nl4 * exp(lambdal * H_hex) + Nl7 * exp(iambda2 *

H_hex);
N2i = N15 * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Nb8 * exp(lambda2 *

H_hex);
N22 = 1.0 + N16 * exp(lambdal * H_hex) + N19 *

exp(lambda2 * H_hex);
N23 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *

(Nl4 * lambdai * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni7 * iambda2
* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));

N24 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *
(Ni5 * lambdai * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + N18 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));
N25 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *



(Ni6 * lambdai * exp(lambdal * H hex) + Ni9 * lambda2 *
exp(lambda2 * H hex));

N26 = N2i + N24 * (E4 1.0);
N27 = N22 + N25 * (E4 1.0);
N28 = TO - (N20 + N23 * (E4 1.0));
N29 N24 * Ni / H core * A_core / A cold * E4 N9 I

H core Nil Ni / H_core;
N30 = N25 * Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * E4;
N31 = NiO * Ni / H core N23 * Ni / H_core * A_core /

A_cold * E4;

N29);
qw2 = (N28 * N30

Tw = (N26 * N31

N2 = N9 * qw2;
N3 = NiO + Nil *
N4 = N12 N13 *
N5 = N14 + Ni5 *
N6 = N17 4-NiB *
N7 = N20 4- N2i *
NB = N23 + N24 *

N27 * N3i) / (N26 * N30 N27 *

N28 * N29) / (N26 * N30 - N27 * N29);

qw2;
qw2;
qw2 + Ni6 * Tw;
qw2 + N19 * Tw;
qw2 + N22 * Tw;
qw2 + N25 * Tw;

sumi = (TO + N2 / 2.0 N3 + N3 / Ni * (exp(N1) 1.0))* H_core;
sum2 = (Ti N4 * A_hot / A core + N4 / Ni * H_core /

H_hot * (A_hot / A_core) * (A_hot / A_core)
* (exp(Ni / H_core * A core / A_hot * H_hot) 1.0))* H_hot;

sum3 = Tw * H_hex + N5 / lambdai * (exp(lambdai *
H_hex) - 1.0)

+ N6 / lainbda2 * (exp(lambda2 * H_hex) 1.0);
sum4 = (N7 NB) * H cold + N8 * H_core / Ni * A_cold /

A_core
* (exp(N1 / H_core * A_core / A_cold * H cold)

1.0);

Re rho * u * D_core / mu;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fa_l;
fn = fnl;

else{
fa = fa_t;
fn = fn_t;

f_core = fa / pow(Re, fn);

Re rho * u * D_hot / mu * A_core / A_hot;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fnl;



else{
fa = fat;
fn = fnt;

f_hot = fa / pow(Re, fn);

Re = rho * u * D_hex / mu * Acoie / A_hex;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fnl;

eise{
fa = fat;
fn = fn_t;

f_hex = fa / pow(Re, fn);

Re = rho * u * Dcold / mu * A_core / A_cold;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fnl;

else{
fa = fa_t;
fn = fn_t;

f cold = fa / pow(Re, fn);

sumf (P core * H_core / A core * f_core + k_core)
+ (A_core / A_hot) * (A_core / A_hot) * (P hot *

L_hot / A_hot * f_hot + k_hot)
+ (A_core / A_hex) * (A_core / A_hex) * (P_hex *

H_hex / A_hex * f_hex + k_hex)
+ (A core / A_cold) * (A_core / A_cold) * (P_cold *

Lcoid / A_cold * f_cold + k_cold);

if (Debug)

printf("Ni = %1O.51f\n", Ni);
printf(vE2 = %iO.5lf\n", E2);
printf("E4 = %iO.5lf\n", E4);
printf("lambdal = %lQ.51f\n'T, lambdal);
printf("lambda2 = %lO.51f\n", lambda2);

printf('1N9 = %iO.5lf\n', N9);
printf("NiO = %iO.51f\n", NiO);
printf("Nil =

%iO.51f\n'1, Nil);
printf("N12 =

%lO.5lf\n1', Ni2);
printf("N13 = %iO.51f\n", N13);
printf("NO3 = %iO.51f\n", NO3);
printf('Ni4 = %lO.51f\n", Ni4);
printf("N15 = %lO.51f\n", Ni5);
printf("Ni6 = %iO.5lf\n", Ni6);



printf("N17 = %iO.5lf\n", N17);
printf("N18 = %iO.51f\n", Ni8);
printf("N19 = %iO.51f\n", N19);
printf("N20 = %iO.5lf\n", N20);
printf("N2i = %iO.5lf\n", N2i);
printf("N22 = %iO.51f\n", N22);

printf("N2 = %iO.5lf\n', N2);
printf("N3 = %1O.51f\n", N3);
printf(t'N4 = %1O.5lf\n", N4);
printf("N5 %iO.5lf\n", N5);
printf(1vN6 = %iO.5lf\n", N6);
printf("N7 = %i0.51f\n", N7);
printf("N8 = %iO.51f\n", N8);
printf("suml = %iO.51f, sum2 = %iO.51f, sum3 = %iO.51f,

sum4 = %iO.5lf, sum_f = %1O.51f\n",
sumi, sum2, sum3, sum4, sumf);
II if DEBUG

u_new = sqrt(2.O * beta * gravity / sum_f * (sumi +
sum2 sum3 sum4));

while (fabs((u_new u)/unew) > ErrorLimit);

Re = rho * u * Dcore / mu;
Gr = rho * rho * gravity * beta * (Ti TO) * H_center

* H_center * H_center / mu / mu;

printf (

printf C"

printf C"
l.Oe6)

printf C"
printf ("
//printf

qw2 / i.0e6, qw2 * p

Pe
Re

Q

dT
u
"qw2
core

%1O.41f", Pe);
%iO.41e Gr = %iO.41e", Re, Gr);
%8.31f {MW]", qw2 * P core * H_core /

%8.21f [AC]", Ti TO);
%8.31f [m/s]\n", u);

= %1O.21f[MW/m"2], Q = %iO.21f{MW]\n",
* H_core / i.0e6); -

/Iprintf("Tw = %iO.2lf['C]\n", Tw);

II varying Ti (deltaT)
Ti = TO + deltaT * varyingT;

Tref = (TO + Ti) / 2.0;

rho = i0740.O i.38 * Tref; II [kg/m'3]
c = i48.i; /1 [J/(kg.C)]
mu = 4.9e-4 * exp(76O.i / (Tref + 237.i5fl; II

[kg! (m.$) I

kappaO = ii.i6 + O.OiO23 * (Tref i50.0); //[w/(m.C)]
beta = i.38 / (iO74O.O i.38 * Tref); I! [i/C]

kappa = rho * c * u * Dcore / 4.0 / Pe;
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I/h = 3000.0; /1 [w/(m'2.C)J
Re = rho * u * D_hex / mu;
Pr = mu * c / kappaO;
Nu = 0.625 * pow((Re * Pr), 0.4);
h = kappao / D_hex * Nu;

Ni = rho * c * u / kappa * H core;

E2 = exp(Nl / H core * A_core / A_hot * L_hot);
E4 = exp(Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * b_cold);

NOl = rho * c * u / (2.0 * kappa) * A_core / A_hex;
NO2 = sqrt(N0l * NOl + h * P_hex / A_hex / kappa);
lanibdai = NOl NO2;
lambda2 = NOl + NO2;

N9 = 1.0 / (rho * c * U) * P_core / A_core * H_core;
NiO = (Ti TO) / (exp(N1) - 1.0);
Nil = N9 / (exp(N1) - 1.0);
Ni2 = Nb * exp(Ni);

Ni3 = N9 / Ni + Nil * exp(Nl);
NO3 = (Ni / H_core * E2 A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) *

lambda2) / (lambdal lambda2);
Ni4 = NO3 * Ni2 lambda2 / (lambdal iambda2) * Ti;

N15 = NO3 * Ni3;
N16 = lambda2 / (lambdal lambda2);
NO4 = (A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) * lambdai - Ni /

H_core * E2) / (lambdai - lambda2);
N17 = lambdai / (lambdai lambda2) * Ti + N04 * N12;
Ni8 = N04 * Ni3;
N19 = lambdai / (lambdal lambda2);
N20 = N14 * exp(lambdal * H_hex) + N17 * exp(lambda2 *

H_hex);

N2i = N15 * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni8 * exp(lambda2 *
H_hex); -

N22 = 1.0 + Ni6 * exp(lambdal * H_hex) + N19 *
exp(lambda2 * H_hex);

N23 = H core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *
(Ni4 * lambdai * exp(lambdal * H_hex) + N17 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));

N24 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *
(N15 * lambdai * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni8 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));

N25 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *
(N16 * lambdal * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni9 * lambda2 *

exp(lambda2 * H_hex));
N26 = N2i + N24 * (E4 1.0);
N27 = N22 + N25 * (E4 1.0);
N28 = TO (N20 + N23 * (E4 1.0));
N29 = N24 * Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * E4 N9 /

H_core Nil * Ni / H_core;



N30 = N25 * Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * E4;
N3i = NiO * Ni / H_core N23 * Ni / H_core * A_core /

A cold * E4

N29);
qw2 = (N28 * N30 N27 * N31) / (N26 * N30 N27 *

Tw = (N26 * N3i N28 * N29) / (N26 * N30 N27 * N29);

N2 = N9 * qw2;
N3 = NiO + Nii * qw2;
N4 = Ni2 + Ni3 * qw2;
N5 = Ni4 + N15 * qw2 + Ni6 * Tw;

N6 = Ni7 + Ni8 * qw2 + Ni9 * Tw;
N7 = N20 + N2i * gw2 + N22 * Tw;
N8 = N23 + N24 * qw2 + N25 * Tw;

Re = rho * u * D_core / mu;
Gr = rho * rho * gravity * beta * (Ti TO) * H_center

* H_center * H_center / mu / mu;

printf(" Fe = %iO.41f", Fe);
printf(" Re = %iO.41e Gr = %iO.41e", Re, Gr);
printf(" Q = %8.3lf [MW]", qw2 * P_core * H_core /

i.0e6)

printf(" dT = %8.21f ["C]", Ti - TO);
printf(" u = %8.31f [m/s]\n", U);

// instability
Hi = H core;
H2 = H_hot;
L2 = L_hot;
H3 = H_hex;
H4 = H_cold;
L4 = Lcold;

L_t = H_core + L_hot + H_hex + L cold; -
DO = D_core;

a = kappa / rho / c;

ratio=O.00004;
/7w [0] =0 0;

for(m=i; m<=4000; m++)
//for(m=i; m<=4000; m++){
//w[i]=ratio* (m-i000)
if(m == 2000){

//printf("zero !\n");
//printf("\n\n");

else{
compiex<double> w(O.O, ratio*(m_2000H;



MOi = u/2.O/a;
M02 = sqrt(MO1*MO1 + w/a);
Mi = MOl M02;
[<2 = MOl + M02;

M03 = sqrt(MO1*MOi + w/a + h/a*P hex/A hex/rho/c);
[<3 MOi M03;
1<4 = MOl + M03;

MO = Ni/Hi;
Mi = MO/(-i.O * a * MO * MO + u * MO + w);
M2 = -i.O * [<2 / (1<1 [<2);

M3 = i.O / (Ki K2);
M4 = (N3 *Mi *MO i.O /w N2 / Hi * K2 -N3 *Mi *

[<2) / (Mi 1<2);

M5 = Ki / (Ki [<2);

M6 = -i.O / (Ki [<2);

M7 =-i.O * (N3 *Mi *MO i.O /w*N2 / Hi * Ki -N3 *
Mi * 1<1) / (Mi 1<2);

M8 = M2 * exp(Ki * Hi);
M9 = M3 * exp(1<i * Hi);
MiO = M4 * exp(Ki * Hi) + (i.O/w*N2/Hi*K2 + Mi*(K2_

MO)*(N3*exp(MO*Hi)_N4)) / (Ki 1<2);

Mfl = M5 * exp(K2 * Hi);
Mi2 = M6 * exp(K2 * Hi);
Mi3 = M7 * exp(K2 * Hi) - (i.O/w*N2/Ili*Ki + Mi*(Ki_

MO)*(N3*exp(MO*Hfl_N4)) / (Mi 1<2);

M14 -i.O * N5 * iambdai / (i.O*a*iambdai*iambdai +
u*lambdai + w + h*P hex/A hex/rho/c);

Mi5 = -i.O * N6 * iambda2 / (i.O*a*iambda2*iambda2 +
u*lambda2 + w + h*P hex/A hex/rho/c);

M51 = exp(Ki*L2)*(Ki_K4) / (K3-K4); -

M52 = exp(K2*L2)*(K2_K4) / ([<3-1<4);

Mi6 = M8 * M5i + Mu * M52;

Mi7 = M9 * M5i + Mi2 * M52;
M18 = MiO*M5i + Mi3*M52 - N4*Mi*exp(MO*L2)*(MO_M4)/(K3_

[<4)

- Mi4*(iambdai_K4)/(K3_K4) - Mi5*(lambda2_K4)/(K3_
[<4);

M53 = exp(Ki*L2)*(I(3_Ki) / (K3-K4);
M54 = exp(K2*L2)*(K3_K2) / (K3-K4);
Mi9 = M8 * M53 + MU * M54;
M20 = M9 * M53 + Mi2 * M54
M21 = MiO*M53 + M13*M54 - N4*Mi*exp(MO*L2)*(K3_MO)/(K3_

[<4)

- Mi4*(K3_iambdai)/(K3_K4) - Mi5*(K3_iambda2)/(K3_
K4) ;



M55 = exp(K3*H3)*(K3_K2) / (K1-K2);
M56 = exp(K4*H3)*(K4_K2) / (K1-K2);
M22 M16 * M55 + M19 * M56;
M23 M17 * M55 + N20 * M56;
M24 = M18*M55 + M21*M56 + M14*exp(lambdal*H3)*(lambdal_

K2)/(K1-K2)
+ M15*exp(1ambda2*1I3)*(1ambda2_K2)/(K1_K2) +

N8*M1* (MO-K2) / (K1-K2) ;

M57 = exp(K3*H3)*(K1_1c3) / (K1-K2);
M58 = exp(K4*H3)*(K1_K4) / (K1-K2);
M25 M16 * M57 + M19 * M58;
M26 = M17 * M57 + M20 * M58;
M27 = M18*M57 + M21*M58 + M14*exp(lambdal*H3)*(K1_

lambdal) / (K1-K2)
+ M15*exp(lambda2*fi3)*(K1_lambda2)/(K1_K2) +

N8*M1* (Ki-MO) / (K1-K2);

M59 = K1*exp(K1*L4);
M60 = K2*exp(K2*L4);
M28 = M22*M59 + M25*M60 - M2*K1 - M5*K2;
M29 = M23*M59 + M26*M60 - M3*K1 - M6*K2;
M30 = M4*K1 + M7*K2 - N3*M1*MO - M24*M59 - M27*M60 +

N8*M1*MO*exp(MO*L4);

M61 = exp(K1*L4);
M62 = exp(K2*L4);
M31 = M22*M61 + M25*M62 M2 M5;
M32 = M23*M61 + M26*M62 M3 M6;
M33 = M4 + M7 - 1.O/w*N2/H1 - N3*M1 - M24*M61 - M27*M62 +

N8*M1*exp(MO*L4);

M34 = (M30*M32 - M29*M33) / (M28*M32 - M29*M31)
M35 = (M28*M33 - M30*M31) / (M28*M32 - M29*M31);

M36 = M2*M34 + M3*M35 + M4;
M37 = M5*M34 + M6*M35 + M7;
M38 = M8*M34 + M9*M35 + M1O;
M39 = M11*M34 + M12*M35 + M13;
M40 = M16*M34 + M17*M35 + M18;
M41 = M19*M34 + M20*M35 + M21;
M42 = M22*M34 + M23*M35 + M24;
M43 M25*M34 + M26*M35 + M27;

1.0)

1.0)

sum core = M36/K1*(exp(K1*H1)_1.0) + M37/K2*(exp(K2*H1)_

- N3*M1/M0*(exp(M0*H1)_1.0) N2/w;

sum_hot = M38/K1*(exp(K1*112)_1.0) + M39/K2*(exp(K2*H2)_

- N4*M1/MO*(exp(M0*H2)_1.0) ;



[1'I
[I*]

sum_hex = M40/K3*(exp(K3*H3)_i.0) + M4i/K4*(exp(K4*H3)_
1.0)

+ M14/lambdai*(exp(lambdai*H3)_i.0) +
M15/lambda2*(exp(lambda2*H3)_i.o);

1.0)
sum cold = M42/K1*(exp(K1*H4)_1.0) + M43/K2*(exp(K2*Jj4)_

- N8*Mi/M0*(exp(M0*H4)_1.0) ;

sum_loop = sum_core + sum_hot sum_hex sum_cold;

Re=rho*u*D0 /mu;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fnl;

else{
fa = fa_t;
fn = fn_t;

f_tot = fa / pow(Re, fn);

f_w = sum_loop _(ulbeta/gravity*(4.0*Lt/D0*(2.0_
fn)/2.0*f tot + k_tot)) - Lt/beta/gravity*w;

I/St = Nu / Re / Pr;
//f_w = f_w * w * (w + 4.0 * St) * (1.0 exp(-i.0 * w *

L_t 4.0 * St * H_hex));

printf("%16.6e %16.6e\n", fw.real() / 1000,
fw.imag() / 1000);

/1 else
/1 for m

//}// for Ti

II end of main



BACKWARD CIRCULATION STABILITY ANALYSIS CODE

/* Stability Analysis on Single-Phase Natural Circulation
* for the Argonne Lead Loop Facility
*

* Backward Circulation
*

* presented by Hong Tang
* instructed by Prof. Qiao Wu
* Jan. 1, 2002

#include "stdlib.h"
include "stdio . h"

#include "math. h"
#inciude <complex>
#iriclude <sys/types .h>
4include <iostream. h>

#define P1 3.1415927
#define gravity 9.81
*define LaToTur 2.0e3
4tdefine Dref 0.0635
#define ErrorLimit 1.Oe-6

%define deltaT 150
#define varyingT 0.8

#define Debug 0/ /___
mt main(void){

H_center;

N20;

N30;

double rho, c, mu, kappa, beta;
double D_core, Dhot, Dhex, Dcold;
double P_core, P hot, P_hex, P_cold;
double A_core, A_hot, A_hex, A_cold;
double H_core, Hhot, L_hot, H_hex, H cold, L_cold,

double TO, Ti, Tref, u, unew, qw2, Tw, h;
double E2, E4;
double NOl, NO2, NO3, NO4, lambdal, lambda2;
double Ni, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9, Nb;
double Nil, Ni2, N13, N14, N15, Ni6, Ni7, Nl8, N19,

double N21, N22, N23, N24, N25, N26, N27, N28, N29,

double N31;



double f_core, f_hot, f_hex, f_cold, k_core, k_hot,
k_hex, k_cold;

double sumi, sum2, sum3, sum4, sum_f;
double Pe, Re, Pr, Nu, Gr;
double kappaO;

M19;

M29;

M39;

double f a, fn, fal, fn_l, fa_t, fnt;

1*

double 1<1, K2, 1<3, 1<4;

double MO, Ml, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, MB, M9;
double MiD, Mu, Ni2, Mi3, Mi4, Mi5, M16, M17, M18,

double M20, M21, M22, M23, M24, M25, M26, M27, M28,

double M30, M31, M32, M33, M34, M35, M36, M37, M38,

double M40, M41, M42, M43;

double M51, M52, M53, M54, M55, M56, M57, M58, M59,
M60, M61, M62;

*1

double a, ratio, I-Il, H2, L2, H3, H4, L4, L_t, DO,
f_tot, k_tot = 0.0;

double St, Lup, L_bo;
mt m;

complex<double> MOi(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M02(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M03(O.O, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<1(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<2(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<3(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1<4(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> M0(O.0, 0.0);
complex<double> Ml(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> N2(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M3(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M4(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M5(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M6(O.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M7(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M8(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M9(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> Ml0(O.0, 0.0);
complex<double> Mii(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M12(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M13(0.0, 0.0);
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complex<double> M14(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M15(0.O, 0.0);
complex<double> M16(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M17(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> N18(O.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M19(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> M20(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1421(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1422(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M23(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1424(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1425(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M26(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M27(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1428(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1429(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> 1430(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1431(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1432(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1433(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1434(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1435(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1436(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M37(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1438(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M39(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> M40(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M41(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1442(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1443(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> M51(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M52(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1453(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1454(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1455(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> M56(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1457(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1458(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1459(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> 1460(0.0, 0.0);
complex<doublLe> 1461(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> 1462(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> sum core(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> sum hot(0.0, 0.0);
complex<double> sum_hex (0. 0, 0. 0);

complex<double> sum cold(0.0, 0.0);
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complex<double> sum loop(0.0, 0.0);

complex<double> fw(0.0, 0.0);

/ /___tr___
/*

Fluid Properties at 4000
T=400;
rho=10740_l.38*T; density (kg/m"3)
mu=4.9e_4*exp(760.1/(T+237.15)); viscosity (kg/sm)
beta=1.38/(10740_1.38*T); expansion

oefficient (1/C)
kappa=11.16+0.01023*(T_150); thermal

conductivity (W/mC)
0=148.1; heat capacity

(J / kgK)

*1

1*

Geometric Parameters

D=2.5; pipe diameter
H=197/2 .5;
Hc=60/2.5; core length ID
Hr=(H-I-ic); riser length ID
Su=43.5/2.5; upper plenum length

/D

He=60/2.5; heat exchanger
length ID

Hd=(H-He); downcomer length /D
Sb=Su; bottom section

length /D
L=Hc+Hr+Su+He+J-id+Sb; loop length ID
Hch=H-(Hc+He)/2; center distance of

core and heat exchanger -

Km=0; Minor pressure loss
coefficient

*1

// Fluid properties
1*

rho = 10188; II [kg/m"3]
c = 148.1; II [J/(kg.C)]
mu = 0.001615; 1/ kg/(m.$)]
I/kappa = 13.72; //[w/(m.C)]
kappa = 452652; //[w/(m.C)]
beta = 0.0001355; // [1/C]
*7

// Geometric parameters



Dcore = Dref; II [ml

Dhot = Dref; 1/ jml

D_hex = Dref; II [ml

Dcold Dref; II [ml

P core = P1 * Dcore; /1 [m
P-hot = P1 * Dhot ; II [ml
Phex = P1 * D_hex ; II [ml
P cold = P1 Dcold; // [ml

A_core = Pi * D_core * Dcore / 4.0; 1/ [mA2l
A_hot = pj * Dhot * D_hot / 4.0; II [m'2l
A_hex = Pi * D_hex * D_hex / 4.0; 1/ [m2l
A_cold = P1 * Dcold * Dcold / 4.0; II [mt'2]

H core = 1.5240; II [ml
H_hot = 3.4798; II [ml

L_hot = 4.5847; // [ml
H_hex = 1.5240; 1/ [ml
H_cold = 3.4798; II [ml

Lcold = 4.5847; /1 [ml

H_center = 3.4798; II [ml

fal = 16.0;
fnl = 1.0;
fat = 0.317;
fn_t = 0.25;

k_core = 0.0;
k_hot = 0.0;
k_hex = 0.0;
k_cold = 0.0;
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TO = 270.0; II VCI
//Ti = 440.0; II ["C' -

Pe = 0.0095;
/ /========================-===--===================--=============

//for(T1 270+1; Ti <= 270+150; Ti = Ti+i){
Ti = TO + deltaT;

II Fluid properties
Tref = (TO + Ti) / 2.0;

rho = 10740.0 1.38 * Tref; II [kg/mA3]
c = i48.i; II [J/(kg.C)l
mu = 4.9e-4 * exp(760.l / (Tref + 237.15)); II

[kg/(m.$)l

kappaO = 11.16 + 0.01023 * (Tref 150.0); //[w/(m.C)l
beta = 1.38 / (10740.0 1.38 * Tref); 1/ [i/cl
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u_new = 0.01; 1/ [mIs] core velocity

u = u_new;

kappa = rho * c * u * Dcore / 4.0 / Pe;

I/h = 3000.0; II [w/(m"2.C)]
Re = rho * u * D_hex / mu;
Pr = mu * C / kappa0;
Nu = 0.625 * pow((Re * Pr), 0.4);
h = kappa0 / D_hex * Nu;

Ni =rho * c * u / kappa * Hcore;

E2 = exp(Ni / H_core * A_core / A_hot * L_hot);
E4 = exp(Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * Lcold);

NOi = rho * c * u / (2.0 * kappa) * A_core / A_hex;
NO2 = sqrt(NOi * NOi + h * P_hex I A_hex / kappa);
lambdai NOi NO2;
lambda2 = NOl + NO2;

N9 = 1.0 / (rho * c * u) * P_core / A_core * H_core;
Ni0 = (Ti TO) / (exp(Ni) 1.0);
Nil = N9 / (exp(Ni) 1.0);
Ni2 = N1O * exp(N1);
N13 = N9 / Ni + Nil * exp(Ni);
NO3 = (Ni / H_core * E2 A hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) *

lambda2) / (lambdai lambda2);
Ni4 = NO3 * Ni2 lambda2 / (lambdai lambda2) * Ti;

Ni5 = NO3 * Ni3;
Ni6 = lambda2 / (lambdai lambda2);
N04 = (A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) * lambdai Ni /

H_core * E2) / (larnbdai lambda2);
Ni7 = lambdai / (lambdai lambda2) * Ti + N04 * Ni2;
Ni8 = N04 * N13;
Ni9 = lambdai / (lambdai lambda2);
N2O = Ni4 * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni7 * exp(lambda2 *

H_hex);
N2i = Ni5 * exp(larnbdai * H_hex) + Ni8 * exp(lambda2 *

H_hex);
N22 = 1.0 + Ni6 * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni9 *

exp(lambda2 * H_hex);
N23 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *
(Ni4 * lambdai * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni7 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));

N24 = H_core / Ni * A_cold I A_core *
(Ni5 * lambdai * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + Ni8 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));

N25 = H_core / Ni * A_cold I A_core *



(N16 * lambdal * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + N19 * lambda2 *
exp(lambda2 * H hex));

N26 N21 + N24 * (E4 1.0);
N27 N22 + N25 * (E4 1.0);
N28 TO (N2O + N23 * (E4 1.0));
N29 N24 * Ni / 1-1 core * A core / A_cold * E4 N9 /

H core Nil * Ni / H_core;
N30 N25 * Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * E4;
N31 Nb * Ni / H_core N23 * Ni / H_core * A_core /

A_cold * E4;

N29);

* H core;

qw2 (N28 * N3O N27 * N3i) / (N26 * N30 N27 *

Tw (N26 * N3i N28 * N29) / (N26 * N3O N27 * N29);

N2 = N9 * qw2;
N3 = Nb + Nil * qw2;
N4 = N12 + N13 * qw2;
N5 = N14 + Nb5 * qw2 + Nb6 * Tw;
N6 = Nl7 + N18 * qw2 + Nb9 * Tw;
N7 =N20 +N2b * qw2 +N22 * Tw;
N8 =N23 +N24 * qw2 +N25 * Tw;

/1 core
sumb (TO + N2 / 2.0 - N3 + N3 / Ni * (exp(Ni) 1.0))

II cold?
sum2 = (Ti N4 * A_hot / A_core + N4 / Ni * H_core /

H_cold * (A_hot / A_core) * (A_hot / A_core)
* (exp(Ni / H_core * A_core / A_hot * Lcold)

exp(Nl / H_core * A_core / A_hot * Lbofl) * H_cold;

1/ hex
sum3 = Tw * H_hex + N5 / lambdai * (exp(larnbdai *

H_hex) 1.0) -

+ N6 / lambda2 * (exp(lambda2 * H_hex) 1.0);

/1 hot?
sum4 = (N7 N8) * H_hot + N8 * H_core / Ni * A_cold /

A_core
* (exp(Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * L_hot)

exp(Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * L_up));

Re = rho * u * D_core / mu;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fni;

else{
fa = fa_t;
fn = fn_t;



f_core = fa / pow(Re, fn);

Re = rho * u * D_hot
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fnl;

else
fa = fa_t;
fn = fn_t;

/ mu * A_core / A_hot;

f_hot = fa / pow(Re, fn);

Re = rho * u * D_hex
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fni;

else{
fa = fat;
fn = fn_t;

/ mu * A_core / A_hex;

f_hex = fa / pow(Re, fn);

Re = rho * u * Dcold / mu * A_core / A_cold;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa = fal;
fn = fni;

else{
fa = fa_t;
fn = fnt;

f_cold = fa / pow(Re, fn);

sum_f (P core * H_core / A_core * f_core + k_core)
+ (A_core / A_hot) * (A_core / A_hot) * (P_hot *

L_hot / A_hot * f_hot + k_hot)
+ (A_core / A_hex) * (A_core / A_hex) * (P_hex *

H_hex / A_hex * f_hex + k_hex)
+ (A_core / A_cold) * (A_core / A_cold) * (P_cold *

Lcold / A_cold * f_cold + k_cold);

if (Debug)

printf("Nl = %lO.51f\n", Ni);
printfY'E2 = %iO.51f\n", E2);
printf("E4 = %1O.51f\n", E4);
printf("lambdal = %lO.5lf\n", larnbdal);
printf("lambda2 = %lO.51f\nl!, lambda2);
printf("N9 = %lO.51f\n", N9);
printf("NlO = %iO.51f\n", Nb);
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printf("Nll = %l0.51f\n", Nil);
printf("N12 = %lO.51f\n", Ni2);
priritf("N13 = %lO.51f\n", N13);
printf("NO3 = %l0.51f\n", NO3);
printf('tNl4 = %lO.51f\n", Ni4);
printf("N15 = %lO.51f\n", N15);
printf(t'N16 = %lO.51f\n", N16);
printf("N17 = %lO.51f\n", Ni7);
printf("N18 = %lO.51f\n", Ni8);
printf("N19 = %lO.51f\n", N19);
printf("N20 = %iO.51f\n", N20);
priritf("N21 = %lO.51f\n", N21);
printf("N22 = %lO.51f\n", N22);

printf("N2 = %lO.51f\n", N2);
printf("N3 = %lO.51f\n", N3);
printf("N4 = %lO.51f\n", N4);
printf("N5 = %lO.51f\n", N5);
printf("N6 = %lO.51f\n", N6);
printf("N7 %lO.51f\ri", N7);
printf("N8 = %lO.51f\n", N8);
printf(t'sumi = %lO.51f, surn2 = %1O.51f, sum3 = %l0.51f(

sum4 %lO.51f, sumf = %lO.51f\n",
sumi, sum2, sum3, sum4, sum_f);
II if DEBUG

u_new = sqrt(2.O * beta * gravity / sum_f * (- 1.0 *
sumi + sum2 + sum3 sum4));

while (fabs((u new u)/unew) > ErrorLimit);

Re = rho * u * D_core / mu;
Gr = rho * rho * gravity * beta * (Ti TO) * H_center

* H_center * H_center / mu / mu;

printf ("
printf (Vt
printf ("

1. 0e6)
printf("
printf ("
//printf

qw2 / l.0e6, qw2 *

Pe
Re
Q

dT
u

"qw2
core

%lO.41f", Pe); -
%l0.41e Gr = %1O.41e", Re, Gr);
%8.31f [MW]", qw2 * P core * H_core /

%8.21f ["C]", Ti TO);
%8.31f [m/s]\n", u);

= %lO.21f[MW/m"2], Q = %lO.21f[MW]\n",
* H_core / l.0e6);

//printf("Tw = %lO.21f["C]\n", Tw);

1/ varying Ti (deitaT)
Ti = TO + deltaT * varyingT;

Tref = (TO + Ti) / 2.0;
rho = 10740.0 1.38 * Tref; II [kg/m"3]



[kg/(m.$)]

c = 148.1; /1 {J/(kg.C)]
mu = 4.9e-4 * exp(760.1 / (Tref + 237.15)); II

kappaO = 11.16 + 0.01023 * (Tref 150.0); //[w/(m.C)]
beta = 1.38 / (10740.0 1.38 * Tref); II [1/C]

kappa = rho * c * u * D_core / 4.0 / Pe;

I/h = 3000.0; II [w/(m'2.C)]
Re = rho * u * D_hex / mu;
Pr = mu * c / kappa0;
Nu = 0.625 * pow((Re * Pr), 0.4);
h = kappa0 / Dhex * Nu;

Ni = rho * c * u / kappa * H_core;

E2 = exp(N1 / H_core * A_core / A_hot * L_hot);
E4 = exp(N? / H_core * A_core / A_cold * L_cold);

NO? = rho * c * u / (2.0 * kappa) * A_core / A_hex;
NO2 = sqrt(NOl * NO? + h * P_hex / A_hex / kappa);
lambda? = NO? NO2;
lambda2 = NO? + NO2;

N9 = 1.0 / (rho * c * u) * P_core / A_core * H_core;
N?0 = (Ti TO) / (exp(N?) 1.0);
N?? = N9 / (exp(N1) 1.0);
N?2 = N?0 * exp(N]j;
N?3 = N9 / N? + Nil * exp(Nfl;
NO3 = (N? / H_core * E2 A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) *

lambda2) / (lambda? lambda2);
N?4 = NO3 * N?2 lambda2 / (lambdal lambda2) *

N?5 = NO3 * N?3;
N?6 = lambda2 / (lambda? lambda2);
N04 = (A_hot / A_core * (E2 1.0) * lambda? Ni /

H_core * E2) / (lambda? lambda2);
N?7 = lambda? / (lambdal lambda2) * Ti + NO4 * N?2;
N?8 = NO4 * N?3;
N?9 = lambda? / (lambda? lambda2);
N20 = Nl4 * exp(lambda? * H_hex) + N?7 * exp(lambda2 *

H_hex);
N21 = N?5 * exp(lambda? * H_hex) + N?8 * exp(lambda2 *

H_hex);
N22 = 1.0 + N16 * exp(lambda? * H_hex) + N?9 *

exp(lambda2 * H_hex);
N23 = H_core / N? * A_cold / A_core *
(N?4 * lambdal * exp(lambda? * H_hex) + N?7 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));
N24 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *
(N?5 * lambda? * exp(lambdai * H_hex) + N?8 * lambda2

* exp(lambda2 * H_hex));
N25 = H_core / Ni * A_cold / A_core *



(Ni6 * lambdai * exp(lambdai * H hex) + N19 * lambda2 *
exp(lambda2 * H_hex));

N26 N21 + N24 * (E4 1.0);
N27 N22 + N25 * (E4 1.0);
N28 TO (N2O + N23 * (E4 1.0));
N29 N24 * Ni / H_core * A_core / A_cold * E4 N9 /

H_core NH Ni / H_core;
N3O N25 * Ni I H_core * A_core / A_cold * E4;
N3i N1O * Ni / H_core N23 * Ni I H_core * A core /

A_cold * E4;

N29) ;

qw2 (N28 * N30 N27 * N3i) / (N26 * N30 N27 *

Tw = (N26 * N3i N28 * N29) / (N26 * N3O N27 * N29);

N2 = N9 * qw2;
N3 = Nb + Nil * qw2;
N4 = Ni2 + Ni3 * qw2;
N5 = Ni4 + N15 * qw2 + Ni6 * Tw;
N6 = Ni7 + Ni8 * qw2 + Ni9 * Tw;
N7 = N20 + N2i * qw2 + N22 * Tw;
N8 =N23 +N24 * qw2 +N25 * Tw;

Re = rho * u * Dcore / mu;
Gr = rho * rho * gravity * beta * (Ti TO) * H_center

* H_center * H_center / mu I mu;

l.0e6) ;

printf(" Pe = %iO.4lf", Pe);
printf(" Re = %iO.4le Gr = %iO.4le", Re, Gr);
printf(" Q = %8.3lf [MW]", qw2 * P_core * H_core /

printf(" dT = %8.2lf [t'C]", Ti TO);
printf(" u = %8.31f [m/s]\nt, u);

/1 instability
Hi = H_core;
H2 = H_hot;
L2 = L_hot;
H3 = H_hex;
H4 = H_cold;
L4 = Lcold;

L_up = L2 H2;

Lbo = L4 H4;

L_t = H_core + L_hot + H_hex + Lcold;
DO = D_core;

a = kappa / rho / C;

ratio=0.00004;
//w [0] =0 . 0;
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for(m=i; m<=2000; m++)
//w[i]=ratio* (m-i000);
if(m == 1000){

//printf('zero !\n");
//printf("\n\n")

eise{
compiex<double> w(O.O, ratio*(m_1000));

MOi = u/2.O/a;
M02 = sqrt(MOi*MOi + w/a);
1<1 = MOl M02;
1<2 = MOl + M02;

M03 = sqrt(MOi*MO1 + w/a + h/a*P hex/A hex/rho/c);
1<3 = MOi - M03;
K4 = MOl + M03;

MO = Ni/Hi;
Mi = MO/(-i.O * a * MO * MO + u * MO + w);
M2 = -1.0 * 1<2 / (Ki K2);
M3 = i.O / (Ki K2);
M4=(N3*Ni*NO_1.O/w*N2/H1*K2._N3*Mi*

K2) / (1<1 1<2);

M5 = EU / (1<1 1<2);

M6 = -1.0 / (Ki 1<2);

M7=_i.O* (N3*M1*MOi.O/w*N2/Hi*K1_N3*
Ml * Ki) / (Ki 1<2);

MS = M2 * exp(Ki * Hi);
M9 = M3 * exp(K1 * Hi);
MiO = M4 * exp(K1 * Hi) + (1.O/w*N2/Hi*K2 + Mi*(K2_

MO)*(N3*exp(MO*H1)_N4)) / (Xl 1<2);

MU = M5 * exp(K2 * Hi);
Mi2 M6 * exp(K2 * Hi);
Mi3 = M7 * exp(K2 * Hi) - (i.O/w*N2/Hi*K1 + Mi*(K1_

MO)*(N3*exp(MO*Hi)_N4)) / (Ki 1<2);

Mi4 -i.O * N5 * lambdal / (_1.O*a*larnbdal*lambdai +
u*lambdai + w + h*P hex/A hex/rho/c);

M15 = -1.0 * N6 * lambda2 / (_i.0*a*lambda2*lambda2 +
u*larnbda2 + w + h*P hex/A hex/rho/c);

M51 = exp(K1*L2) * (Ki-K4) / (1<3-1<4);

M52 = exp(K2*L2)*(K2_K4) / (K3-K4);
Mi6 = M8 * M51 + Nil * M52;
Mi7 = M9 * M5i + M12 * N52;
Mi8 = MiO*M5i + Ni3*M52 - N4*M1*exp(M0*L2)*(NO_K4)/(K3_

K4)

- M14*(lambdal_K4)/(K3_K4) - N15*(lambda2_K4)/(K3_
K4) ;
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M53 = exp(K1*L2)*(K3_K1) / (K3-K4);
M54 = exp(K2*L2)*(K3_K2) / (K3-K4);
M19 = M8 * M53 + Mu * M54;
M20 = M9 * M53 + M12 * M54
M21 = M1O*M53 + M13*M54 - N4*M1*exp(MO*L2)*(K3_MO)/(K3_

K4)
- M14*(I(3_lambdal)/(K3_K4) - M15*(K3_lambda2)/(K3_

K4)

M55 = exp(K3*R3)*(K3_K2) / (K1-K2);
M56 = exp(K4*H3)*(K4_K2) / (K1-K2);
M22 = M16 * M55 + M19 * M56;
M23 = M17 * M55 + M20 * M56;
M24 = M18*M55 + M21*M56 + M14*exp(lambdal*H3)*(lalnbdal_

K2) / (K1-K2)
+ M15*exp(lambda2*H3)*(lainbda2_K2)/(K1_K2) +

N8*M1* (MO-K2) / (K1-K2)

M57 = exp(K3*H3
M58 = exp(K4*H3
M25 = M16 * N57
M26 = M17 * M57
M27 = M18*M57 +

lambdal) / (K1-1K2)
+ M15*exp(1

N8*M1* (Ku-MO) / (K1-K2) ;

)*(K1_K3) / (K1-K2);
)*(K1_K4) / (K1-K2);
+ M19 * M58;
+ M20 * M58;
M21*M58 + M14*exp(1ambda1*II3)*(K1_

mbda2*H3) * (K1-lambda2) / (K1-K2) +

M59 = K1*exp(K1*L4);
M60 K2*exp(K2*L4);
M28 = M22*M59 + M25*M60 - M2*K1 - M5*K2;
M29 = M23*M59 + M26*M60 - M3*K1 - M6*K2;
M30 = M4*K1 + M7*K2 - N3*M1*MO - M24*M59 - M27*M60 +

N8*M1*MO*exp(MO*L4);

M61 = exp(K1*L4);
M62 = exp(K2*L4);
M31 = M22*M61 + M25*M62 M2 M5;
M32 = M23*M61 + M26*M62 M3 M6;
M33 = M4 + M7 - 1.O/w*N2/H1 - N3*M1 - M24*M61 - M27*M62 +

N8*M1*exp(MO*L4);

M34 = (M30*M32 - M29*M33) / (M28*N32 - M29*M31) ;
M35 = (M28*M33 - M30*M31) / (M28*M32 - M29*M31);

M36 = M2*M34 + M3*M35 + M4;
M37 = M5*N34 + M6*M35 + M7;
M38 = M8*M34 + M9*M35 + M1O;
M39 = Mu1*M34 + M12*M35 + M13;
M40 = M16*M34 + M17*M35 + M18;
M41 = M19*M34 + M20*M35 + M21;
M42 = M22*M34 + M23*M35 + M24;
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M43 = M25*M34 + £426*M35 + M27;

sum core = M36/Kl*(exp(Kl*Hl)_l.0) + M37/K2*(exp(K2*Hi)_

- N3*Ml/M0*(exp(M0*Hi)_i.0) N2/w;

sum hot = M38/K1*(exp(K1*L4)_exp(Ki*Lbo)) +
M39/K2*(exp(K2*L4)_exp(K2*Lbo))

- N4*M1/M0* (exp(M0L4)exp(M0*Lbofl;

sum hex = M40/K3*(exp(K3*H3)_i.0) + M41/K4*(exp(K4*H3)_
1.0)

+ M14/lambdai*(exp(1ambda1*H3)1.0) +
t415/1ambda2*(exp(1ambda2*Jj3)_1.0);

sum cold = M42/K1*(exp(Ki*L2)_exp(Ki*Lup)) +
M43/K2*(exp(K2*L2)_exp(K2*Lup))

- N8*M1/M0* (exp (M0*L2) _exp (N0*L up));

sum_cold;
sum_loop = -1.0 * sum core + sum hot + sum_hex

Re=rho*u*D0 /mu;
if(Re < LaToTur){

fa fal;
fn fnl;

else{
fa fat;
fn fn_t;

f tot = fa / pow(Re, fn);

fw = sum loop _(u/beta/gravlty*(4.0*Lt/D0*(2.0_
fn)/2.0*f tot + ktot)) - Lt/beta/gravity*w;

I/St = Nu / Re / Pr;
I/f w = fw * w * (w + 4.0 * St) * (1.0 exp(-l.0 * w *

Lt 4.0 * St * H_hex));

printf("%16.6e %16.6e\n", fw.real() / 1000,
fw.imag() / 1000);

// else
} // for m

//}// for Ti

II end of main




